• STRENGTHEN REPORTING OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES ACROSS ALL MEDIA PLATFORMS
• ANNUAL CONFERENCES
• COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
• OCTOBER 2019
Forget not that there are strong arms around you.

To the Capital Gazette newsroom, your 1,413 colleagues at the Society of Environmental Journalists stand with you.

Forever.
2018...
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Expect climate to remain in the headlines:
• Hearings
• Green New Deal
• More lawsuits
• More dire scientific warnings
• More extreme weather
• Increasing climate change
• Continued international efforts
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- “Climate liability” accuse deceit
- Kids’ climate case intergenerational issues
- Clean Power Plan
- National monuments
- Coal ash rule back in dispute
- Clean Water Rule
- Offshore drilling
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• Hearings garner big media attention but....
• Possible resurrection of House Climate Committee
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Rollback of auto emissions standards:
• NYT revealed covert campaign
• Car industry no longer unified
• Public interest, public health, saving money
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Other big stories to watch:
• Squalls over science will continue
• Renewables Revolution exponential growth
• Environmental justice
• PFAS shows up in water and headlines
• Flood insurance reforms?
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- The South and Coal Country